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Abstract. Texture characterization of natural images using the mathematical framework of multifractal (MF)6
analysis, enables the study of the fluctuations in the regularity of image intensity. Although success-7
fully applied in various contexts, the use of MF analysis has so far been limited to the independent8
analysis of a single image, while the data available in applications are increasingly multivariate.9
This paper addresses this limitation and proposes a joint Bayesian model and associated estimation10
procedure for MF parameters of multivariate images. It builds on a recently introduced generic11
statistical model that enabled the Bayesian estimation of MF parameters for a single image and re-12
lies on the following original key contributions: First, we develop a novel Fourier domain statistical13
model for a single image that permits the use of a likelihood that is separable in the MF parameters14
via data augmentation. Second, a joint Bayesian model for multivariate images is formulated in15
which prior models based on gamma Markov random fields encode the assumption of the smooth16
evolution of MF parameters between the image components. The design of the likelihood and of17
conjugate prior models is such that exploitation of the conjugacy between the likelihood and prior18
models enables an efficient estimation procedure that can handle a large number of data compo-19
nents. Numerical simulations conducted using sequences of multifractal images demonstrate that20
the proposed procedure significantly outperforms previous univariate benchmark formulations at a21
competitive computational cost.22
Key words. Texture Analysis, Multifractal Analysis, Multivariate Images, Wavelet Leaders, Bayesian Estima-23
tion, Gamma Markov Random Field24
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1. Introduction.26
1.1. Context. Texture is a perceptual attribute and different paradigms have been pro-27
posed in the literature for its characterization [24]. There is a growing body of work suggesting28
that a large class of natural images are modelled well by scale invariant processes [10,55,61],29
motivating the use of random fractals, scale invariance or self-similarity to characterize tex-30
ture. These concepts can be linked to the degree of point-wise singular behavior or regularity31
(smoothness) of the image amplitude [37, 44]. From this point of view, texture models can32
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be seen as densely interwoven sets of singularities of different regularity strengths, commonly33
measured by the Ho¨lder exponent h [26, 44]. The suitable mathematical framework for the34
study of these models is multifractal analysis (MFA) [4, 32], which enables scale invariant35
image texture to be described via the spatial fluctuations of the point-wise regularity expo-36
nents of the image. More precisely, it provides a global characterization of the texture via37
the so-called multifractal spectrum D(h), collecting the Hausdorff dimensions of the sets of38
positions that share the same regularity exponent. This paper is focused on one of the cen-39
tral parameters in MFA, the multifractality or intermittency parameter c2, which is related40
to the width of the multifractal spectrum (hence, to the degree of fluctuations of regularity41
exponents in the image). It enables discrimination between the two major classes of scale42
invariant processes used in applications: (additive construction-based) self-similar processes43
for which c2 = 0, and (multiplicative construction-based) processes constructed from multi-44
fractal multiplicative cascade (MMC) for which c2 is strictly negative [56]. The parameter c245
therefore highlights departures from Gaussian marginals as well as changes in the local tran-46
sient dependence structure of texture. The corresponding practical analysis tools rely on the47
scale dependence of the statistics of certain multi-resolution quantities (such as increments,48
wavelet coefficients or, more recently, wavelet leaders [26], which will be used here). The main49
concepts of multifractal analysis are briefly recalled in Section 2, cf. [26, 27,44] for details.50
1.2. Multifractal analysis of multivariate images. MFA has been successfully used in a51
number of applications including texture classification [55, 61], biomedical imaging [5, 31, 33],52
physics [41, 48], biology [50], climate research [34] and art investigation [1, 13, 30]. Yet, its53
application remains so far conceptually limited to the analysis of single images with homoge-54
neous scale invariant properties [29]. The main reason for this resides in the definition of the55
multifractal spectrum, which is intrinsically univariate. Although definitions of a multivariate56
multifractal spectrum have been studied, cf., e.g., [23, 38, 49] and the recent contributions57
[28, 57], these attempts remain essentially limited to pairs of time series and are of little rel-58
evance for M -tuples of data for M  2. This limitation has become increasingly urgent in59
view of the number of recent applications in which the acquired images are multivariate, i.e.,60
they consist of a set of images (multitemporal, multispectral, multimodal,. . . ) or spatially61
organized collections of image patches. Such data can provide a rich resource for information,62
on condition that they are analyzed jointly rather than individually [42].63
1.3. Related work: Estimation of c2. The current existing estimation procedures for the64
multifractality parameter are limited to the independent processing of individual images. The65
standard estimator for c2 is based on a simple linear regression of the sample variance of the66
logarithm of suitable multiresolution quantities over several analysis scales [9] (cf., (5)). This67
estimator is appealing for its simplicity and low computational cost, yet it has been reported68
to suffer from poor performance when applied to small-sized images [58]. A related approach,69
based on a wavelet scattering transform, was recently studied in [8]. Several parametric70
model-based approaches have also been proposed. These include maximum likelihood methods71
[6, 11, 39, 60] and the generalized method of moments [35]. Yet, their definitions are tied72
to specific instances of self-similar or multifractal processes and the use of fully parametric73
models is often too restrictive in practice. More recently, a Bayesian estimation framework74
was studied in [17]. It relied on a flexible semi-parametric model for the statistics of the75
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logarithm of wavelet leaders that is generically valid for self-similar and MMC processes.76
This model showed excellent estimation performance. However, its high computational cost77
made it difficult to apply to the analysis of multivariate data, and a first attempt at its direct78
application with a simultaneous autoregressive smoothing prior was reported in [18]. However,79
it was limited to the analysis of small image sequences for this reason.80
1.4. Goals and contributions. The goal of the present work is to go beyond these ex-81
isting, inherently univariate, estimation procedures for c2 and propose the first operational82
approach for the multifractal analysis of multivariate images. Specifically, we propose to con-83
duct the analysis within a multivariate Bayesian model that jointly describes the collection of84
multifractality parameters c2 associated with the multifractal spectra of different individual85
data components. This Bayesian multivariate estimation framework builds upon ingredients86
of the model proposed in [17], which is recalled in Section 3.1. However, it also presents some87
essential new characteristics relying on the following two main contributions.88
First, a novel Fourier domain statistical model for log-leaders is proposed. This model89
allows conjugate inverse-gamma (IG) prior distributions to be defined. Consequently, it leads90
to efficient inference procedures that are appropriate for multivariate data. It dwells on three91
original key ingredients, described in Section 3.2: 1) The Whittle approximation [6, 53] is92
used to build an original Gaussian model for the Fourier coefficients of log-leaders of MMC93
processes, 2) The implicit joint constraint on the multifractal parameters is decomposed into94
independent positivity constraints through a suitable reparametrization, 3) Data augmen-95
tation is used in order to define an augmented distribution whose parameters are easier to96
estimate.97
Second, we use this novel model in the formulation of a joint Bayesian model for mul-98
tivariate images (cf. Section 4). Specifically, we propose to encode the prior belief that the99
multifractality parameter evolves slowly across time or spectral bands (for sequence of images)100
or throughout space (for image patches) through the design of a gamma Markov random field101
(GaMRF) prior. This GaMRF prior induces positive correlation between the multifractality102
parameters associated with different image components and hence regularizes estimation. This103
leads to simple conditional distributions for the parameters of the augmented Fourier domain104
model, namely IG distributions. As a result, the inference of the parameters of the associated105
posterior distribution (described in Section 5) can be conducted by a Gibbs sampler whose106
steps do not require accept-reject moves, leading to an efficient estimation procedure adapted107
to a large number of unknowns. This estimation framework elaborates on the approach108
described in [16], which was limited to the local estimation of c2 in that it applied only to109
non-overlapping image patches and could be applied to a single image one at a time, two110
significant restrictions when application to real-world data is envisaged, as is the case here.111
The performance of the method is assessed numerically in Section 6 using sequences of syn-112
thetic multifractal images with piece-wise constant (in time and space) multifractal properties.113
The proposed joint estimator yields significantly improved estimation performance compared114
to previous univariate formulations with a competitive computational cost (root-mean-squared115
error values are more than one order of magnitude smaller than those of standard linear re-116
gression, with a 4 times larger computational cost). Finally, Section 7 illustrates the benefits117
of the proposed procedure for the analysis of real-world data via two applications devoted to118
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hyperspectral and multitemporal imaging. Supplementary 3D animations associated with the119
results obtained in Sections 6 and 7, as well as MATLAB codes, are available online (see [14]).120
2. Multifractal Analysis of images.121
2.1. Local regularity and multifractal spectrum. Denote as X(y) : y ∈ R2 → X ∈ R the122
image under analysis, where y = (y1, y2) stands for the spatial variable. The purpose of MFA123
is to characterize the fluctuations of the point-wise regularity of the image X. This regularity124
is most commonly measured using the Ho¨lder exponent [26,44], defined as follows. Assuming125
that X is locally bounded1, X is said to belong to Cα(y0) at position y0 if there exist α > 0126
and a polynomial Py0 of degree smaller than α such that ||X(y)−Py0(y)|| ≤ C||y−y0||α for y127
sufficiently close to y0, with || · || denoting the Euclidian norm. The Ho¨lder exponent is then128
defined as129
h(y0) , sup{α : X ∈ Cα(y0)}(1)130131
with, qualitatively, the smaller (resp. larger) h(y0), the rougher (resp. smoother) X at y0.132
MFA provides a global description of the fluctuations of h(y) in space in terms of the mul-133
tifractal spectrum D(h). The multifractal spectrum is defined as the Hausdorff dimension of134
the sets of positions y that have identical Ho¨lder exponent135
(2) D(h) , dimH
{
y : h(y) = h
}
.136
The estimation of D(h) is the central goal of MFA (for further details on MFA see [26, 27,137
44]). However, it cannot be conducted based on its formal definition (2). Instead, a so-138
called multifractal formalism is used, which allows for the assessment of D(h) via the scale139
dependence of the statistical distributions of specifically tailored multiresolution coefficients140
(cf., Section 2.3 below). Several different multifractal formalisms have been proposed in the141
literature, relying on different multiresolution quantities, cf., e.g., [4, 26, 33, 48]. In this work,142
we make use of wavelet leaders which have been proven to possess the key theoretical properties143
for multifractal analysis purposes and have resulted in the current state-of-the-art multifractal144
formalism, see, e.g., [26, 27,54].145
2.2. Wavelet leaders. The 2D gray level digitized image {X(k),k = (k1, k2), ki = 1, . . .146
, N} is first decomposed using a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) where a square image147
is considered here without loss of generality. Let H0(k) and G0(k) denote the low-pass and148
high-pass filters defining a 1D DWT relying on a mother wavelet ψ with Nψ > 0 vanishing149
moments. A common way to obtain a 2D orthonormal DWT is to use four 2D filters G(m)(k),150
m = 0, . . . , 3 defined as the tensor products of H0(k) and G0(k). The 2D low-pass filter is151
by convention G(0)(k) , H0(k1)H0(k2), while the high-pass filters are defined by G(1)(k) ,152
H0(k1)G0(k2), G
(2)(k) , G0(k1)H0(k2) and G(3)(k) , G0(k1)G0(k2). Let D(0)X (j = 0,k) ,153
X(k). The 2D wavelet coefficients D
(m)
X (j,k), m = 1, . . . , 3 and approximation coefficients154
D
(0)
X (j,k) for the analysis scales j ≥ 1 are obtained by iterative convolution of G(m), m =155
1The local boundedness condition on X is inherent to the definition of the Ho¨lder exponent and assumed to
hold and not further discussed in what follows (cf., [27,54,58] for details and practical procedures for assessing
and circumventing this condition).
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0, . . . , 3, with the approximation coefficients D
(0)
X (j − 1, ·), followed by decimation. In the156
context of MFA, it is common to use L1 normalized wavelet coefficients, i.e., d
(m)
X (j,k) ,157
2−jD(m)X (j,k), m = 1, 2, 3 [4]. For details on wavelet transforms, cf., e.g., [3, 36].158
Denote as λj,k = {[k12j , (k1 + 1)2j), [k22j , (k2 + 1)2j)} the dyadic cube of side length 2j159
based at k2j , and as 3λj,k =
⋃
n1,n2∈{−1,0,1} λj,k1+n1,k2+n2 the union with its eight neighbors.160
The wavelet leaders are defined as the largest wavelet coefficient within this neighborhood161
over all finer scales [26]162
l(j,k) , sup
m∈(1,2,3), λ′⊂3λj,k
|d(m)X (λ′)|.(3)163
164
2.3. Wavelet leader multifractal formalism. It can be shown that the qth order empirical
moments of wavelet leaders l(j,k) behave as power laws in the limit of fine scales, i.e.,
1
nj
∑
k
l(j,k)q ∼ 2jζ(q), 2j → 0
where nj stands for the number of coefficients available at scale j. The Legendre transform of
the so-named scaling exponents ζ(q) in this relation can be shown to provide an upper-bound
estimate for the multifractal spectrum D(h)
D(h) ≤ D(h) inf
q
(
2 + qh− ζ(q)),
see, e.g., [26, 44]. In practice, the estimate D(h) is the only quantity that is accessible in a165
numerically stable way and is therefore commonly conflated with the multifractal spectrum.166
In the seminal contribution [9], it was moreover shown that ζ(q) can be expressed as167
(4) ζ(q) =
∞∑
p=1
cp
qp
p !
168
where the coefficients cp, p ≥ 1, termed log-cumulants, are tied to the pth cumulant Cp(j) of169
the logarithm of the wavelet leaders l(j,k) via the relation170
(5) Cp(j) = c
0
p + cp ln 2
j .171
Computing the Legendre transform of (4), the multifractal spectrum D(h) can be developed172
as173
D(h) = 2 +
c2
2!
(
h− c1
c2
)2
+
−c3
3!
(
h− c1
c2
)3
+ . . .(6)174
175
when c2 < 0, cf., e.g., [58] (when c2 = 0, D(h) reduces to a Delta function at h = c1).176
The leading order coefficients cp therefore capture most of the essential information on the177
multifractal properties of X and hence are often used in applications in place of the entire178
function D(h) [9, 27,54,58].179
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Relation (5) suggests that the coefficients cp can be estimated by linear regression of180
sample cumulants of log-leaders across scales j. Specifically, for c2, this relation underlies181
the definition of the current benchmark estimator for the multifractality parameter c2, which182
consists of performing a linear regression of the sample variance, denoted by V̂ar, of ln l(j,k)183
over a range of scales j ∈ [j1, j2]184
(7) cˆ2 =
1
ln 2
j2∑
j=j1
wjV̂ar[ln l(j, ·)]185
where wj are suitable regression weights, cf., [54, 58].186
3. Data augmented Fourier domain model for log-leaders. The estimator (7) is known187
to yield poor performance (large variance) even for moderate image size and is attractive188
mainly for its low complexity. A Bayesian model for a single image that addresses this lim-189
itation was proposed in [17] and is recalled briefly in Section 3.1. This model leads to an190
improved estimation performance, yet it is not well suited for the design of joint priors in the191
analysis of multiple images. In Section 3.2, we propose a novel data augmented statistical192
model in the Fourier domain for a single image that is specifically designed to be applied to193
multivariate images, as explained in Section 4.194
3.1. Direct model. We denote by `j the vector of all log-leaders `(j, ·) , ln l(j, ·) at scale195
j after substraction of their average (since it does not convey any information on c2).196
3.1.1. Likelihood. It was recently shown that the statistics of the log-leaders `j for MMC-197
based processes are well approximated by a multivariate Gaussian distribution whose co-198
variance Cj(k,∆k) , Cov[l(j,k), l(j,k + ∆k)] is given by the radial symmetric function199
%j(∆k; c2) defined as200
(8) Cj(k,∆k) ≈ %j(∆k; c2) ,
{
%0j (||∆k||; c2), ||∆k|| ≤ 3
%1j (||∆k||; c2), 3 < ||∆k||
201
and parametrized only by
c2 , (c2, c02)
see [17] for details. The functions %0j and %
1
j are given by %
0
j (r; c2) , aj ln(1 + r) + c02 +202
c2 ln 2
j , where aj, (%1j (3; c2) − c02 − c2 ln 2j)/ln 4, and %1j (r; c2) , c2 ln(r/rj)I[0,rj ](r), where203
rj = b√nj/4c (b·c truncates to integer values) and IA is the indicator function of the set A,204
respectively [17]. With these assumptions, the likelihood of `j is given by205
(9) p(`j |c2) ∝ |Σj,c2 |−
1
2 exp
(
− 1
2
`Tj Σ
−1
j,c2
`j
)
206
where the covariance matrix Σj,c2 is defined element-wise by [Σj,c2 ]u,v = %j(||ku − kv||; c2),207
| · | denotes the determinant and T the transpose operator. Following [17], independence is208
assumed between log-leaders at different scales j, conditionally on c2. Dependence across209
scales is nevertheless partially accounted for in a hierarchical fashion because the parameters210
c2 are modeled using the relation (5), which precisely describes the evolution across scales for211
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the distributions of `j that is imposed by the multifractal model. This assumption leads to212
the following likelihood for the vector ` , [`Tj1 , ..., `
T
j2 ]
T213
(10) p(`|c2) ,
j2∏
j=j1
p(`j |c2).214
To ensure that (10) is a valid likelihood, the covariance matrices Σj,c2 , j ∈ {j1, . . . , j2}, must215
be positive definite. This condition implicitly defines constraints on the parameter vector c2216
that can be assessed only numerically.217
3.1.2. Whittle approximation. The numerical evaluation of the likelihood (9) (and hence218
of (10)) is problematic even for images of small size since it requires the computation of the219
matrix inverses Σ−1j,c2 . To bypass this difficulty, it has been proposed in [17] to approximate220
(9) with the asymptotic Whittle likelihood [2, 6, 21,59]221
(11) p†(`j |c2) = exp
(
− 1
2
∑
m∈Jj
lnφj(ωm; c2)
)
exp
(
− 1
2
∑
m∈Jj
y∗j (ωm)yj(ωm)
φj(ωm; c2)
)
222
where yj(·) is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of `(j, ·), i.e., y∗j (ωm)yj(ωm) corresponds
to the periodogram of {`(j,k)} at frequency ωm = 2pim/√nj , and ∗ denotes the conjugation
operator. The summation is taken over the grid of integers Jj , [[b(−√nj − 1)/2c, . . . ,√nj −
b√nj/2c]]\{0}2, where the zero frequency is removed, making the model mean-independent.
Moreover, φj(ωm; c2) stands for the discretized parametric spectral density associated with
the covariance model (8), i.e.,
φj(ωm; c2) = F¯T
[
%j(·; c2)
]
(ωm),
where F¯T [ · ] stands for a discretization of the continuous time Fourier transform that takes223
into account aliasing. It can be shown that φj(ωm; c2) is of the form224
(12) φj(ωm; c2) = c2 h
(1)
j (ωm) + c
0
2 h
(2)
j (ωm)225
where the vectors h
(1)
j and h
(2)
j do not depend on the parameter vector c2. They can hence226
be pre-calculated using DFT and stored.227
3.2. Data augmented statistical model in the Fourier domain. The study of estima-228
tors for the model (10-12) revealed as a major practical limitation the difficulty of designing229
conjugate priors for the parameter vector c2 since it is encoded implicitly in Σ
−1
j,c2
, and its con-230
ditional distribution is thus not standard. Sampling the posterior distribution with a Markov231
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method was then achieved using accept/reject procedures, such232
as Metropolis-Hastings (MH) moves. In view of a model expansion to multiple images (and,233
hence, high-dimensional parameter vectors), such a procedure becomes quickly computation-234
ally impracticable. Instead, we propose an alternative model that leads to a more efficient235
algorithm (cf., [15] for a preliminary study) by interpreting (11) as a statistical model for236
the Fourier coefficients y. Then a suitable reparametrization is introduced that enables us to237
formulate a data augmented model in which conjugate priors for c2 are available.238
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3.2.1. Fourier domain model. To see how (11) leads to a statistical model for y, we first239
develop the expression using the following equivalences. First, because the log-leaders {`(j,k)}240
are real-valued, their Fourier transform yj has the central symmetry property yj(ωm) =241
y∗j (−ωm). Moreover, the parametric spectral density φj(ω; c2) has the same property. Due242
to this symmetry, only one half of the frequency plane Jj needs to be considered in the sum243
in (11), which we denote by J j . It can for instance contain the positive frequency half-plane,244
i.e., J j , Jj ∩
{{(i1, i2) ∈ Z2|i1 ≥ 0}\{(i1, i2)|i1 = 0, i2 < 0}}. Second, it is straightforward to245
rewrite the first term in (11) as the inverse of the determinant of a diagonal matrix with entries246
φj(ωm; c2). Third, we write the sum in the second term in (11) as a matrix-vector product247
by introducing the operator FJj (·) computes and vectorizes the DFT coefficients contained in248
the half-plane J j . With these ingredients, (11) can be developed into249
(13) p†(`j |c2) = det(Γj,c2)−1 exp
(
−yHj Γ−1j,c2yj
)
, yj , FJj (`j)250
where H is the conjugate transpose operator and Γj,c2 is the diagonal matrix defined by251
Γj,c2 , c2F j + c02Gj(14)252
F j , diag (fj) with fj ,
(
h
(1)
j (ωm)
)
m∈Jj253
Gj , diag (gj) with gj ,
(
h
(2)
j (ωm)
)
m∈Jj .254255
By inspection of (13), modeling `j using p
†(`j |c2) is equivalent to modeling yj = FJj (`j)256
by a random vector with a non-degenerate centered circular-symmetric complex Gaussian257
distribution CN (0,Γj,c2) [22, 43], provided the matrix Γj,c2 is positive definite (PD). We258
therefore propose to consider the Fourier coefficients yj = FJj (`j), j = j1, . . . , j2, as the259
observed data with likelihood260
(15) p(yj |c2) = |Γj,c2 |−1 exp
(
−yHj Γ−1j,c2yj
)
261
instead of the log-leaders `j with likelihood (9).262
Assuming independence between scales j as in the direct model (10), the likelihood for263
the vector y , [yTj1 , ...,y
T
j2
]T replacing (10) is given by264
(16) p(y|c2) ,
j2∏
j=j1
p(yj |c2) ∝ |Γc2 |−1 exp
(−yHΓ−1c2 y)265
where Γc2 is the NY ×NY diagonal covariance matrix, NY , card(y), defined as266
Γc2 , c2F + c02G(17)267
F , diag (f) with f , [fTj1 , ..., f
T
j2 ]
T
268
G , diag (g) with g , [gTj1 , ...,g
T
j2 ]
T .269270
In contrast to (10), the admissible set for c2 = (c2, c
0
2) that ensures that the matrix Γc2 is PD271
(and hence (16) is a valid likelihood) can now be expressed explicitly as272
(18) A = {c2 ∈ R<0 × R<0|c2f(k) + c02g(k) > 0, k = 1, . . . , NY }.273
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3.2.2. Reparametrization. The likelihood (16) and the constraints (18) are not separable274
in c2 and c
0
2, which prevents the design of independent conjugate priors for c2 and c
0
2. To275
circumvent this difficulty, we propose a suitable reparametrization that enables an augmented276
model, associated with a separable extended likelihood leading to IG conjugate priors for the277
parameters of interest. Note that, to this end, the covariance matrix Γc2 must be decomposed278
as the sum of two PD diagonal matrices, which is not the case in (17) since c2F is not PD for279
c2 < 0 (because there always exists an integer k such that f(k) > 0). Note that c
0
2G in (17) is280
in practice always PD, for c02 > 0, since it can be checked that g(k) > 0,∀k for any reasonable281
image size. We thus propose to use a reparametrization defined by the mapping282
(19) ψ : c2 7→ c˜2 = (c˜21, c˜22) , (−c2, c02/γ + c2),283
where γ = supk f(k)/g(k). It is easy to show that ψ is a one-to-one transformation from A284
to R2>0 and hence maps the constraints (18) into independent positivity constraints, c˜2i ∈285
R>0, i = 1, 2. Moreover, (16) expressed with c˜2 reads286
p(y|c˜2) ∝ |Γc˜2 |−1 exp
(
−yHΓ−1c˜2 y
)
(20)287
Γc˜2 = c˜21F˜ + c˜22G˜, F˜ = −F +Gγ, G˜ = Gγ(21)288
where, by construction, the two diagonal matrices c˜21F˜ and c˜22G˜ are now PD for c˜2 ∈ R2>0.289
3.2.3. Data augmentation. We can now introduce an NY × 1 vector of latent variables290
µ that enables the likelihood (20) to be augmented using the following model291
y|µ, c˜22 ∼ CN (µ, c˜22G˜), µ|c˜21 ∼ CN (0, c˜21F˜ )(22)292293
which is associated with the extended likelihood [20,52]294
(23) p(y,µ|c˜2) ∝ c˜−NY22 exp
(
− 1
c˜22
(y − µ)HG˜−1(y − µ)
)
× c˜−NY21 exp
(
− 1
c˜21
µHF˜
−1
µ
)
.295
It can easily be verified that the likelihood (20) is recovered by marginalization of (23) with296
respect to the latent variables µ. Moreover, the extended likelihood (23) and the associated297
constraints are both separable in (c˜21, c˜22).298
3.2.4. Prior and posterior distribution. When IG(α0,i, β0,i) distributions p(c˜2i) are used299
as priors for c˜2i ∈ R>0, i = 1, 2, in (23), simple calculations show that the posterior distribu-300
tion301
(24) p(c˜2,µ|y) ∝ p(y|c˜22,µ)p(µ|c˜21)p(c˜22)p(c˜21)302
presents standard conditional distributions (detailed in (32a-32b) below) for the transformed303
multifractal parameters c˜2i. A consequence of this property is that the computational cost of304
the sampler, which will be proposed to generate vectors distributed according to (24), will be305
significantly reduced.306
4. Bayesian model for multivariate analysis. We are now ready to specify a Bayesian307
model addressing the estimation of c2 for multivariate images by using the above statistical308
model and incorporating suitable joint priors.309
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4.1. Problem formulation.310
4.1.1. Multivariate image scenario. We consider a (temporal, or spectral) sequence of
images
{Xt}, where t ∈ Ω(2) , {1, . . . , Nt}
and divide each single image Xt into (non-overlapping) patches as illustrated in Fig. 1 (left)
X(x,t), x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω(1) , {1, . . . , Nx1} × {1, . . . , Nx2}.
For notational convenience, we write s = (x, t) ∈ Ω(1) × Ω(2). We investigate the situation311
where the (sequential or spatial) evolution of the multifractal properties between the elements312
Xs is assumed to be smooth. The decomposition thus enables the assessment of the temporal313
/ spectral evolution of the spatially localized (patch-wise) multifractal properties of the image.314
The distinction between the spatial and the temporal/spectral component in the decomposi-315
tion is meaningful because x and t have different physical roles (since we deal with a sequence316
of images and not an isotropic 3D data cube). This formulation is also valid for sequences of317
images with spatial organization, rather than patches. Models for other multivariate image318
scenarios can be obtained in a straightforward manner from the developments detailed in the319
following sections. As an example, a model for non-overlapping patches of a single image was320
sketched in our preliminary work [16].321
4.1.2. Likelihood. For each element Xs, we consider the extended model (23) and we322
gather the Fourier coefficients of the log-leaders ys and the latent variables µs for all elements323
s in matrices Y and M, respectively. Moreover, let C˜2 = (C˜21, C˜22) where C˜2i gathers the324
parameters c˜2i,s for all s. By assuming a priori independence between the elements Xs, the325
joint likelihood can be generically written as326
(25)
p(Y,M|C˜2) ∝
∏
s
c˜−NY21,s exp
(
− 1
c˜21,s
µHs F˜
−1
µs
)
c˜−NY22,s exp
(
− 1
c˜22,s
(ys−µs)HG˜
−1
(ys−µs)
)
.327
4.2. Gamma Markov Random Field prior. Inverse-gamma distributions IG(αi,s, βi,s) are328
conjugate priors for the parameters c˜2i,s. A careful design of (αi,s, βi,s), rather than setting329
them a priori to constant values, can enforce the parameters of interest C˜2i to vary slowly330
in some privileged directions. To do so, we propose here to specify (αi,s, βi,s) such that the331
resulting prior for C˜2i is a hidden gamma Markov random field (GaMRF) [19]. The strategy332
for this prior relies on the use of a set of positive auxiliary variables Zi to induce positive333
dependence between neighboring elements of C˜2i [19]. In what follows, we handle the spatial334
and temporal/spectral components with separate variables Z
(1)
i and Z
(2)
i , respectively, and335
denote Zi = (Z
(1)
i ,Z
(2)
i ). The distribution of the joint prior (C˜2i,Zi) is associated with336
conditionals of the form337
c˜2i,s |Zi,ai ∼ IG
(
αi,s(ai), βi,s(Zi,ai)
)
(26a)338
z
(m)
i,s |C˜2i,ai ∼ G(α¯(m)i,s (ai), β¯(m)i,s (C˜2i,ai))(26b)339340
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Figure 1: Illustration of multivariate image scenario (left). Spatial (red) and spectral (blue)
components of the proposed bipartite conditional independence graphs between C˜2i and Zi
(right).
where G(·, ·) stands for the gamma distribution and ai , [a(1)i , a(2)i ] is a regularization vec-341
tor where a
(1)
i and a
(2)
i adjust the amount of spatial and temporal/spectral smoothness, re-342
spectively. The parameters αi,s, βi,s, α¯
(m)
i,s and β¯
(m)
i,s of the IG and G distributions in (26)343
are determined by the definition of a bipartite conditional independence graph between C˜2i344
and Z
(m)
i . The design of the vertices and edges of the graph for the decomposition into a345
spatio-temporal/spectral collection {Xx,t}x,t∈Ω(1)×Ω(2) proposed here is sketched in Fig. 1:346
Correlation between the parameters of neighboring patches is induced by two sets of aux-347
iliary variables Z
(1)
i = {z(1)i,x,t}x,t∈Ω(1)×Ω(2) and Z(2)i = {z(2)i,x,t}x,t∈Ω(1)×Ω(2) , z(1)i,x,t ∈ R>0 and348
z
(2)
i,x,t ∈ R>0, using a graph that connects each c˜2i,x,t to its four natural spatial neighbors in349
Z
(1)
i and to its two natural temporal neighbors in Z
(2)
i , and vice-versa. Notably, by doing350
so, c˜2i,x,t and c˜2i,x1,x2−1,t are connected via z
(1)
i,x,t and z
(1)
i,x1+1,x2,t
over edges with weight a
(1)
i ,351
and c˜2i,x,t are connected to c˜2i,x,t−1 via z
(2)
i,x,t over edges with weight a
(2)
i . The density of the352
resulting GaMRF prior for (C˜2i,Zi) is then given by [19]353
p(C˜2i,Zi|ai) = 1
K(ai)
∏
x∈Ω(1)
∏
t∈Ω(2)
ΦI
(
c˜2i,x,t; 4a
(1)
i + 2a
(2)
i
)
354
×
∏
x∈Ω(1)
∏
t∈Ω(2)
ΦG
(
z
(1)
i,x,t; 4a
(1)
i
)× ∏
x∈Ω(1)
∏
t∈Ω(2)
ΦG
(
z
(2)
i,x,t; 2a
(2)
i
)
355
×
∏
x∈Ω(1)
∏
t∈Ω(2)
Φ
(
a
(2)
i
∑
t′∈V(1)c˜2 (t)
z
(2)
i,x,t′ + a
(1)
i
∑
x′∈V(2)c˜2 (x)
z
(1)
i,x′,t, c˜2i,x,t
)
(27)356
357
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where we have introduced ΦI(ξ;α) , exp (−(α+ 1) log ξ), ΦG(ξ;α) , exp ((α− 1) log ξ) and358
Φ(ξ, δ) , exp(−ξ/δ) for convenience of notation and where K(ai) is a normalizing constant.359
The sums in (27) are taken over the neighborhoods360
V(1)c˜2 (x) = {(x1, x2), (x1 + 1, x2), (x1, x2 + 1), (x1 + 1, x2 + 1)},361
V(1)z (x) = {(x1 − 1, x2 − 1), (x1, x2 − 1), (x1 − 1, x2), (x1, x2)},362
V(2)c˜2 (t) = {t, t+ 1}, V(2)z (t) = {t− 1, t},363364
which are the indices of variables that define the neighborhoods of c˜2i,x,t and z
(1)
i,x,t and z
(2)
i,x,t,365
respectively. The parameters of the associated conditionals (26a) and (26b) are366
αi,x,t = 4a
(1)
i + 2a
(2)
i , βi,x,t = a
(1)
i
∑
x′∈V(1)c˜2 (x)
z
(1)
i,x′,t + a
(2)
i
∑
t′∈V(2)c˜2 (t)
z
(2)
i,x,t′(28a)367
α¯
(1)
i,x,t = 4a
(1)
i , β¯
(1)
i,x,t =
(
a
(1)
i
∑
x′∈V(1)z (x)
c˜−12i,x′,t
)−1
(28b)368
α¯
(2)
i,x,t = 2a
(2)
i , β¯
(2)
i,x,t =
(
a
(2)
i
∑
t′∈V(2)z (t)
c˜−12i,x,t′
)−1
.(28c)369
370
371
4.3. Joint posterior distribution. Using Bayes’ theorem and assuming prior indepen-372
dence between (C˜21,Z1) and (C˜22,M,Z2), the joint posterior distribution associated with373
the proposed Bayesian model is374
(29) p(C˜2,Z,M|Y, {ai}) ∝ p(Y|C˜22,M) p(M|C˜21)× p(C˜21,Z1|a1) p(C˜22,Z2|a2)375
with Z = (Z1,Z2) and where the regularization hyperparameters ai are fixed a priori (the376
estimation of ai, given that the normalizing constant K(ai) is intractable, is not considered377
here for the sake of clarity and focus, cf., e.g., [7, 25, 40, 45] for methods addressing such378
situations).379
5. Bayesian Inference.380
5.1. Bayesian estimators. The knowledge of the unknown multifractal parameters C˜2i381
given the observed data and the prior information assigned to the different model parameters382
is summarized in the posterior distribution (29). We consider here the marginal posterior383
mean estimator for C˜2i, denoted by the superscript MMSE for minimum mean square error384
estimator and defined as385
(30) C˜MMSE2i , E[C˜2i|Y ,ai]386
where the expectation is taken with respect to the marginal posterior density p(C˜2i|Y ,ai).387
The direct computation of (30) is intractable as it requires integrating the posterior (29) over388
all other unknown variables. However (30) can be approximated with an arbitrary precision389
by resorting to an MCMC algorithm [46]. Here we consider a Gibbs sampler drawing samples390
(C˜
(q)
2 ,M
(q),Zq)Nmcq=1 that are asymptotically distributed according to the targeted joint pos-391
terior (29). These samples are used in turn to approximate the marginal posterior mean (30)392
by C˜MMSE2i ≈ (Nmc−Nbi)−1
∑Nmc
q=Nbi+1
C˜
(q)
2i [46], where Nbi is the length of the burn-in period.393
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5.2. Gibbs sampler. The strategy of the Gibbs sampler consists of successively generating394
samples from the conditional distributions associated with the posterior. It is easy to show395
that the conditional distributions associated with the posterior (29) are given by396
µs|Y, C˜2 ∼ CN
(
c˜21,sF˜Γ
−1
c˜2,s
ys,
(
(c˜21,sF˜ )
−1 + (c˜22,sG˜)−1
)−1 )
(31a)397
c˜21,s|M,Z1 ∼ IG
(
NY + α1,s, ||µs||F˜−1 + β1,s
)
(31b)398
c˜22,s|Y,M,Z2 ∼ IG
(
NY + α2,s, ||ys − µs||G˜−1 + β2,s
)
(31c)399
z
(m)
i,s |C˜2i ∼ G(α¯(m)i,s , β¯(m)i,s )(31d)400401
where ||x||M , xHMx. We recall that Γc˜2,s , c˜21,sF˜ + c˜22,sG˜ and that αi,s, βi,s, α¯(m)i,s and402
β¯
(m)
i,s are defined in (28). Note that all conditional distributions are standard and thus can be403
sampled efficiently, without MH accept-reject steps. This property is a direct consequence of404
the proposed extended model (23) (involving IG conjugate priors) and enables the estimation405
of large unknown parameter vectors C˜2i.406
Finally, note that when each c˜2i,s is modeled independently with the univariate model407
(24) (i.e., the parameters c˜2i,s have inverse-gamma priors IG(α0,i, β0,i) with a priori fixed408
parameters α0,i, β0,i instead of the GaMRF priors of Section 4.2), the conditional distributions409
are given by (31a) and410
c˜21,s|M ∼ IG
(
NY + α0,1, ||µs||F˜−1 + β0,1
)
(32a)411
c˜22,s|Y,M ∼ IG
(
NY + α0,2, ||ys − µs||G˜−1 + β0,2
)
(32b)412
413
((31d) is discarded in this model). Moreover, it is easy to see that the model can be straight-414
forwardly adapted to situations in which data components (i.e., elements of Y) are corrupted415
or missing, in which case estimates for the affected parameters can be obtained by sampling416
from the corresponding components of the multivariate prior.417
6. Numerical results for synthetic data. In this section, we compare the proposed Bayes-418
ian approach using joint GaMRF priors (i.e., the multivariate model leading to (31a-31d),419
denoted as GaMRF) to the method using independent IG priors (i.e., the novel univariate420
model (24) leading to (32a-32b), denoted as IG) and to the standard linear regression based421
method (using (7) and denoted as LF). The comparison is performed by running the different422
methods on a large number of independent realizations of sequences of heterogeneous synthetic423
multifractal images.424
6.1. Synthetic multifractal image sequence. The scenario considered here is summarized425
in Fig. 2(a): Each realization of the synthetic data set consists of a sequence of 50 independent426
2D multifractal random walks (MRW) of size 3200× 3200. A MRW is chosen here because its427
multifractal properties mimic those of Mandelbrot’s celebrated log-normal cascades [37] and428
for its ease of numerical synthesis. Its multifractal spectrum is given by (6) with c1 > 0.5,429
c2 < 0 and cp = 0, p ≥ 3 (cf., [47]). Each 2D MRW in the sequence, indexed by t, has two430
distinct multifractal regions whose geometry has been fixed for all t and comprises a back-431
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(a) 2D+1D MRW (left) and theoretical c2(x1, x2, t) (right)
(b) Estimates cˆ2
(c) K-means classification of cˆ2 and misclassification rates
Figure 2: Estimation results for a temporal sequence of heterogeneous MRWs decomposed
into 50×50×50 patches of size 26×26: prescribed c2 masks (a); estimates cˆ2 for two different
slices and overall histograms (b); classification labels obtained by histogram thresholding and
misclassification rates (c).
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ground with c2 = −0.02 that includes an ellipse for which c2 evolves with t according to a piece-432
wise constant profile. An example of a realization of heterogeneous 2D MRW (corresponding433
to frame t = 30) is displayed in Fig. 2(a) (top left). Note that the piece-wise constant434
evolution of c2 (in space and along t) is intentionally chosen here as a limit test case for the435
robustness of the proposed approach (which assumes a smooth evolution of c2 in the data).436
6.2. Experimental setup. A Daubechies’ mother wavelet with Nψ = 2 vanishing moments437
is used in the 2D DWT. The linear regression weights wj in (5) are chosen proportional to438
nj , cf., e.g., [54, 58]. Following [17], the frequencies Jj in (11) (and, hence, J j in (13))439
are restricted to 0 < ||ωm|| < pi/4 for all Bayesian estimators. The values of the GaMRF440
parameters were set to (a
(1)
i , a
(2)
i ) = (10, 20) based on visual comparison of preliminary results441
obtained for a range of values for (a
(1)
i , a
(2)
i ). The hyperparameters of the independent IG442
priors for IG were set to (α0,i, β0,i) = (10
−3, 10−3), which ensures that they closely resemble a443
non-informative Jeffreys’ prior. The estimation is performed on a decomposition of the cube444
into Nx1 × Nx2 × Nt = 50 × 50 × 50 patches of size 26 × 26. The estimation performance is445
quantified as the average m , Ê[cˆ2], the standard deviation (STD) s = (V̂ar[cˆ2])
1
2 and the root446
mean squared error (RMSE) rms =
√
(m− c2)2 + s2, where Ê and V̂ar stand for the sample447
mean and variance, respectively, evaluated over 100 independent realizations.448
6.3. Results.449
6.3.1. Illustration for a single realization. We first illustrate the performance of the450
different estimation methods for one single realization of the above described sequence of451
synthetic images. Fig. 2(b) plots estimates cˆ2 for frame t = 10 (first row), and a slice along t452
for x2 = 25 (second row) together with the histograms of estimates (third row) for LF, IG and453
GaMRF (left, center and right column, respectively). The corresponding theoretical values454
for c2 are plotted in Fig. 2(a).455
Clearly, LF exhibits strong spatial and temporal variability and fails to provide a smooth456
evolution of the multifractality in the dataset. The Bayesian estimator IG with non-infor-457
mative prior improves the estimation accuracy with respect to LF and enables the visual458
identification (in time and space) of the zones with different multifractality, yet estimates ob-459
tained with IG still display strong variability and their histogram does not reveal the existence460
of three distinct zones of multifractality in the data. In contrast to these univariate estimators,461
the proposed GaMRF estimator provides more satisfactory results with increased spatial and462
temporal coherence and significantly reduced variability of the estimates. In particular, the463
estimates obtained with GaMRF lead to histograms in which the three different values for c2464
in the data are reflected as pronounced and well separated peaks.465
A more quantitative analysis of these results is proposed in Fig. 2(c), which shows the466
results of a classification of the estimates, obtained by histogram thresholding using the k-467
means algorithm with 3 classes (the classes have been attributed in order to yield lowest468
misclassification error). The misclassification rates achieved by the different algorithms are469
54% for LF and 45% for IG, but only 3% for GaMRF, thus showing the ability of the proposed470
procedure to perform a relevant multivariate estimation for c2.471
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LF IG GaMRF
|m− c2| 0.0057 0.0017 0.0023
s 0.038 0.011 0.0016
rmse 0.039 0.011 0.0029
Table 1: Absolute values of bias |m − c2|, standard deviations s and RMSE values rmse for
the different estimators (results obtained for 100 independent realizations).
6.3.2. Estimation performance. Fig. 3 plots estimation performance, evaluated over 100472
independent realizations, as a function of x (for t = 10, x2 = 25) and of t (for x1 = 25, x2 = 25).473
The overall performance for the image sequence is given in Tab. 1. First, a comparison of474
the average of estimates for the Bayesian estimators leads to the conclusion that, despite475
the departure of the scenario considered from the assumption of slow evolution for c2, the476
GaMRF estimator yields average profiles close to that of IG. Only close to sharp transitions477
for the value of c2 does GaMRF introduce some bias due to the smoothing effect of the478
prior. Yet, this effect remains confined to ±3 neighboring patches and has little impact on479
the overall bias reported in Tab. 1. Estimates obtained with LF are found to have the largest480
(by a factor of 3) bias. Second, while the Bayesian estimator IG with non-informative prior481
already yields a remarkable reduction of variability compared to LF (STD values are divided482
by 4), the proposed multivariate GaMRF estimator further and dramatically decreases STD483
to values that are more than one order of magnitude below those of LF. This is also reflected484
by the overall STD and RMSE values reported in Tab. 1, which are more than one order of485
magnitude better for GaMRF than for LF. Due to the bias introduced by GaMRF close to486
sharp transitions of the value of c2, local RMSE values range from 25% (close to transitions) to487
only 4% (in homogeneous areas) of those of LF. Finally, note that these significant performance488
gains of GaMRF are achieved at very reasonable computational cost. As an example, the489
analysis of a 1024 × 1024 × 50 data cube using patches of size 64 × 64 takes about 100490
seconds for GaMRF on a standard desktop computer 2, which is only 4 times more than491
what the LF method requires. The cost of IG is similar to that of GaMRF. Note that the492
direct space-domain statistical model of Section 3.1 leads to two orders of magnitude larger493
computational cost (and, by construction, similar performance as IG) [17]. Overall, these494
results demonstrate the clear practical benefits of the proposed procedure for the multifractal495
analysis of multivariate images.496
7. Application to real-world images. Finally we illustrate the application of the proposed497
joint estimator for the multifractality parameter to two real-world multivariate remote sensing498
images of different natures: a hyperspectral (HS) image, and a multi-temporal (MT) image.499
7.1. Application to a hyperspectral image. The HS image under study corresponds to500
a forested area near a city and was acquired by the Hyspex hyperspectral scanner during the501
Madonna project [51]. It contains 960×1952 pixels with a spatial resolution of 0.5 meters and502
160 spectral bands ranging from the visible to near infrared. In our numerical experiment,503
2Using Matlab, a 3.40 Ghz Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB RAM
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Figure 3: Estimation performance for heterogeneous 2D MRWs: mean (first row), standard
deviation (second row) and root-mean square error (third row) in (a) spatial direction x1
(t = 10, x2 = 25) and (b) temporal direction t (x1 = 25, x2 = 25).
LF IG GaMRF
|m  c2| 0.0057 0.0017 0.0023
s 0.038 0.011 0.0016
rmse 0.039 0.011 0.0029
Table 1: Absolute values of bias |m   c2|, standard deviations s and RMSE values rmse for
the di↵erent estimators (results obtained for 100 independent realizations.
images of di↵erent natures: a hyperspectral (HS) image, and a multi-temporal (MT) image.486
7.1. Application to a hyperspectral image. The HS image under study corresponds to487
a forested area near a city and was acquired by the Hyspex hyperspectral scanner during the488
Madonna project [49]. It contains 960⇥1952 pixels with a spatial resolution of 0.5 meters and489
160 spectral bands ranging from the visible to near infrared. In our numerical experiment,490
the 80 last bands are analyzed. Each band is decomposed into 29⇥ 60 patches of size 64⇥ 64491
pixels, with 50% overlap, resulting in a decomposition into 29 ⇥ 60 ⇥ 80 patches indexed by492
(x1, x2, k ), where k  stands for the spectral dimension. Overlapping patches are chosen here493
in order to increase the spatial resolution and to illustrate the robustness of the model (even494
if the independence assumption between patches is clearly violated when they overlap).495
The subplots in Fig. 4 report the estimates for the multifractality parameter c2 provided496
by LF, IG and GaMRF for two representative spectral bands (c) (the bands 87 and 114, which497
are plotted in (b)) as well as for a slice along the spectral dimension (d) (the corresponding498
64⇥ 1962⇥ 80 portion of the HS cube is indicated by a red frame in (a)). A visual inspection499
of the results for the bands 87 and 114 reveals that the strong spatial variability of the500
estimates obtained with LF prevents the identification of distinct regions in the image (with501
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the 80 last bands are analyzed. Each band is decomposed into 29× 60 patches of size 64× 64504
pixels, with 50% overlap, resulting in a decomposition into 29 × 60 × 80 patches indexed by505
(x1, x2, kλ), where kλ stands for the spectral dimension. Overlapping patches are chosen here506
in order to increase the spatial resolution and to illustrate the robustness of the model (even507
if the independence assumption between patches is clearly violated when they overlap).508
The subplots in Fig. 4 report the estimates for the multifractality parameter c2 provided509
by LF, IG and GaMRF for two representative spectral bands (c) (the bands 87 and 114, which510
are plotted in (b)) as well as for a slice along the spectral dimension (d) (the corresponding511
64× 1962× 80 portion of the HS cube is indicated by a red frame in (a)). A visual inspection512
of the results for the bands 87 and 114 reveals that the strong spatial variability of the513
estimates obtained with LF prevents the identification of distinct regions in the image (with514
the exception perhaps of the city in the left bottom corner which yields clusters of strongly515
negative c2). The estimator IG yields better spatial coherence and clearly improves over the516
estimates obtained with LF (see [17] for a similar experiment for one single spectral band517
using the model (10-11), leading to the same conclusions). Yet, the variability within visually518
homogeneous zones of the dataset (e.g., the forested region) is still important. In comparison519
with IG, and a fortiori with LF, the proposed GaMRF method further and dramatically520
reduces the variability within presumably homogeneously multifractal zones, inducing strong521
spatial coherence, which reinforces the contrast between regions of different multifractalities522
and visually sharpens their borders. As a result, these estimates can potentially reveal hidden523
underlying structures in the data set. Despite the absence of a ground truth for this data set we524
can, for instance, observe that the forested area in the right half of the image is homogeneous525
(with c2 ∼ −0.05) in the spectral band kλ = 114, while it is composed of a background (where526
c2 ∼ −0.05) and scattered clusters (where c2 ∼ −0.1) in the spectral band kλ = 87, which527
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could arguably indicate a physical change at this location (e.g., a lower tree density). Finally,528
the spectral evolution of c2, plotted in Fig. 4(d), reveals the strong spectral redundancy that529
is generally observed for HS data, cf., e.g., [12]. Nevertheless, the proposed GaMRF estimator530
permits a reduction in the variance of estimates along the spectral dimension and yields a531
visually less noisy evolution of c2 across the bands of the image, while maintaining its main532
features.533
7.2. Application to a multi-temporal image. We further perform the multifractal anal-534
ysis of an MT image with 11 time frames. Each frame consists of a 900 × 900 pixel image535
with a spatial resolution of about 0.2 meters, captured in 140 spectral band recorded from the536
visible to near infrared (415 to 990 nm; only one single band is analyzed here). The images537
were acquired over the same rural scene at Porton Down in the U.K. over a 2-day period538
(data courtesy of DSTL). The recorded scene comprises several roads and tracks between539
open fields, a few trees, as well as two man-made “targets” (visible as distinct white crosses).540
Two frames for t = 2 and t = 8 are plotted in Fig. 5 (a), showing that the image is subject541
to considerable changes in (partial) illumination across time. As in the previous section, each542
frame is decomposed in patches of size 64× 64 pixels, with 50% overlap, resulting in a decom-543
position into 27 × 27 × 11 patches, indexed by (x1, x2, t). Visual inspection of the estimates544
for c2 provided by LF, IG and GaMRF for the frames t = 2 and t = 8, plotted in Fig. 5(b),545
first leads to conclusions similar to those obtained in Section 7.1: the strong variability of LF546
prevents from identifying any of the spatial image features; the IG estimates yield acceptable547
spatial coherence; the GaMRF estimator leads to the visually most satisfactory results and548
yields much less speckled estimates for the image regions that can be considered homogeneous549
(i.e., the fields) as well as sharp contrast for the artificial structures (roads, targets). In addi-550
tion, it can be observed that the proposed GaMRF estimator permits better tracking of image551
features across time. This is, for instance, the case for the road indicated by red arrows in Fig.552
5(b), which is at best partially visible in frame t = 8 for IG (and not at all for LF), probably553
due to insufficient illumination for this frame, but can be clearly and easily identified for the554
estimates obtained with GaMRF. The evolution of c2 across time is further investigated in555
Fig. 5(c) and (d), where a longitudinal and a lateral slice of the multi-temporal estimates are556
plotted. Visual inspection leads us to conclude that GaMRF yields very consistent estimates557
across time. Since the multifractal parameters are invariant to (spatially smooth) changes in558
illumination, this is to be expected for a scene in which only the illumination varies but the559
scene itself does not vary. In contrast, IG and even more so LF display significant temporal560
noise. As a result, the proposed GaMRF estimator enables us to coherently render particular561
image features across time that are harder to identify for IG and LF, e.g., for the zone of strong562
multifractality (c2 ' −0.1) in the vicinity of the trees in the upper left corner of the image563
frames, corresponding to the vertical strip of estimates for c2, indicated by orange arrows in564
Fig. 5(d).565
8. Discussion and Conclusion. The present paper introduced a novel Bayesian procedure566
for the joint estimation of the multifractality parameter for (patches of) multivariate images.567
It builds on two original key contributions. First, it is based on an extended likelihood for568
the Fourier coefficients of log-leaders of a single image, separable in the parameters of inter-569
est (c2, c
0
2). Second, it models the collection of unknown (multifractal) parameters c2 of a570
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Figure 4: Multifractal analysis of a hyperspectral image (bands 80− 160) from the Madonna
project.
multivariate image by gamma Markov random field joint priors, accounting for the assump-571
tion that multifractal properties evolve smoothly in privileged (temporal/spectral, spatial)572
directions within the sequence of images and inducing regularization. Together, these two573
ingredients lead to a Bayesian model for the multifractality parameters of multivariate im-574
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(a) frames t=2, 8 (b) Estimates for (x1,x2,t=2) and (x1,x2,t=8)
(c) Estimates for (x1 = 22, x2, t)
(d) Estimates for (x1, x2 = 4, t)
Figure 5: Multifractal analysis of a multi-temporal image.
ages for which the associated Bayesian estimators can be approximated efficiently using a575
Gibbs sampler (without requiring any Metropolis-Hastings acceptance-reject move). To the576
best of our knowledge, the method constitutes the first operational multifractal analysis tool577
applicable to the joint analysis of multidimensional sets of images. Numerical experiments,578
conducted on synthetic data with heterogeneous multifractal properties as well as on two real-579
world hyperspectral and multi-temporal images, demonstrated the excellent performance of580
the Bayesian joint estimator, which significantly outperformed previously existing (univariate)581
methods. Moreover, the proposed Bayesian model results in a competitive computational cost,582
of the order of 4 times the cost of linear regression based estimation. Future work will include583
the incorporation of additional log-cumulants cp in the statistical model and the investigation584
of procedures for estimating the GaMRF regularization hyperparameters.585
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